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Dynamic Learning Dreamweaver CS3O'Reilly, 2007
Dynamic Learning: Dreamweaver CS3 is like having access to a top-notch team of your very own instructors. Written by product experts and trainers who have produced many of Adobe's training titles,  the book takes you step-by-step through the process of learning to use Dreamweaver X like a pro. 
  
  This full-color book is...
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Legal Programming: Designing Legally Compliant RFID and Software Agent Architectures for Retail Processes and BeyondSpringer, 2004
"Thought-provoking and far-sighted, this book provides a detailed analysis of the legal issues involved in on-line business and how a new generation of electronic agents can help. If you’re grappling with these issues today—or if you just want to see what’s coming tomorrow—this book is an excellent place to...
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Coaching Made Easy: Step-By-Step Techniques That Get ResultsKogan Page, 2003
Have you ever wanted to make change happen more easily? Do you want to harness the power of coaching? If so help is at hand, as the simple three-step process in this book can help anyone become a coaching expert.

Easy to understand and apply, the authors’ ABC technique will give you a solid understanding of what to do and when to...
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Ferroelectric Random Access Memories: Fundamentals and Applications (Topics in Applied Physics)Springer, 2004
      

In fabrication of FeRAMs, various academic and technological backgrounds are necessary, which include ferroelectric materials, thin film formation, device physics, circuit design, and so on.This book covers from fundamentals to applications of ferroelectric random access memories (FeRAMs). The book consists of 5 parts; (1)...
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Sams Teach Yourself Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2009
I have spent half of my career focused on business and the other half focused on software development. I am—through my business persona—driven by efficiency. Whereas software has led to tremendous efficiency gains, to say the least, it has also left tremendous room for improvement. Applications are hard to create, understand, and...
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Coach Yourself to Win: 7 Steps to Breakthrough Performance on the Job and In Your LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	A proven process for changing the way you behave--used by a renowned executive coach for more than 25 years


	Are you able, ready, and willing to permanently change your behavior?


	Permanently replacing deeply ingrained behaviors with new ones is one of the hardest challenges to overcome. But in Coach Yourself...
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Gas Explosion Technology and Biomass RefinerySpringer, 2015

	The book introduces gas explosion technology (GET) and its applications in biomass refineries. In this book an overview of GET is provided, the mechanisms are thoroughly discussed. The chapters also cover the latest processes and equipments of GET, including equipment selection, parameter determination and engineering scaling-up. Last but not...
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Understanding and Healing Emotional Trauma: Conversations with pioneering clinicians and researchersRoutledge, 2014

	Understanding and Healing Emotional Trauma is an interdisciplinary book which explores our current understanding of the forces involved in both the creation and healing of emotional trauma. Through engaging conversations with pioneering clinicians and researchers, Daniela F. Sieff offers accessible yet substantial answers to...
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Large-Scale C++ Software DesignAddison Wesley, 1996

	This is the definitive book for all C++ software professionals involved in large development efforts such as databases, operating systems, compilers, and frameworks. It is the first C++ book that actually demonstrates how to design large systems, and one of the few books on object-oriented design specifically geared to practical aspects of...
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Software Development From A to Z: A Deep Dive into all the Roles Involved in the Creation of SoftwareApress, 2018

	
		Understand the big picture of the software development process. We use software every day – operating systems, applications, document editing programs, home banking – but have you ever wondered who creates software and how it’s created? This book guides you through the entire process, from conception to the finished...
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Computer Vision with OpenCV 3 and Qt5: Build visually appealing, multithreaded, cross-platform computer vision applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Blend the power of Qt with OpenCV to build cross-platform computer vision applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Start creating robust applications with the power of OpenCV and Qt combined
	
			Learn from scratch how to develop cross-platform computer vision applications
	...
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MCSE Training Kit: Migrating from Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 to Microsoft Windows 2000Microsoft Press, 2001
Welcome to MCSE Training Kit—Migrating from Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 to  Microsoft Windows 2000. This kit introduces you to the concepts and  practices involved in migrating from Microsoft Windows NT to Microsoft Windows  2000. You will learn how to plan, manage, and perform the process of migration  and design a fallback plan...
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